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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we develop features and models to predict three impor-
tant aspects of big data transfers: location, throughput, and errors.
We develop and evaluate our models using more than 4 million
historical transfers conducted by Globus. Our work is the �rst to
study user-managed transfers in wide area networks comprised of
user-owned endpoints, as opposed to previous work which focuses
on experimental workloads, dedicated networks, and powerful
computers. �is real-world data presents several new challenges,
including sparsity and lack of historical data, which we overcome
by applying powerful ensemble machine learning algorithms and
recurrent neural networks to summarize previous transfer informa-
tion. Our approaches can predict the storage locations used with
78.2% and 95.5% accuracy for top-1 and top-3 recommendations,
respectively. We model the throughput of transfers to within a
factor of nearly two, and �le transfer failures within approximately
1%.
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1 PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
Big data scientists, like travelers to a new land, are faced with the
daunting tasks of discovering which (storage) locations contain
interesting a�ractions (i.e., data), how to e�ciently move between
locations (i.e., optimizing transfer se�ings), and avoiding problems
throughout their travels (i.e., transfer failures). �ese tasks are
complicated by the rapid growth of research data, the increasing
number of accessible storage systems, and the complexity of e�-
ciently moving data between locations that span heterogeneous
networks, hardware, and storage so�ware. �e Globus [7] research
data management aims to simplify some theses activities for its
more than 50,000 registered users. However, users are faced with
more than 10,000 active data locations distributed around the world,
each operating di�erent storage and transfer infrastructure, and
each connected by heterogeneous networks (e.g., low and high per-
formance local and wide-area networks). A new user connecting to
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the Globus network has few guideposts as to which of these loca-
tions may be useful for �nding or placing data, nor do they know
how to optimize se�ings to maximize data transfer performance
and minimize errors.

Commercial services, such as travel and video streaming services,
provide valuable user-speci�c recommendations derived from ana-
lyzing huge amounts of usage data. �ese recommendations reduce
the complexities associated with trawling through vast amounts
of data and improve user experiences [2]. Recommendations have
also been applied to support scienti�c users, for example by predict-
ing work�ow components [25], datasets [17], and coauthors [18].
However, to the best of our knowledge they have not been applied
to the challenges of big data discovery and transfer.

We explore here how recommendation approaches can be ap-
plied to support users of big data. We speci�cally focus on three
challenging recommendation problems: (1) recommending data
storage locations to users; (2) predicting when errors are likely to
occur when transferring data; and (3) predicting transfer perfor-
mance based on implicit and explicit features (e.g., se�ings). In
each case, we develop a collection of specialized heuristics that
consider unique features of scienti�c big data. We then combine
these heuristics into an online recommendation engine by develop-
ing an ensemble model using either recurrent neural networks or
XGBoost [4].

1.1 Globus
Globus [7] provides a suite of data management capabilities primar-
ily aimed at the research community. Amongst these capabilities
it provides highly e�cient and performant methods for accessing
and transferring very large amounts of data. Globus comprises a
globally distributed network of “endpoints”—storage systems that
implement Globus interfaces to enable high performance data ac-
cess and transfer. Over the past seven years Globus has been used
to move more than 260 PB of data, in more than 4 million transfers
that include more than 41 billion �les. More than 65,000 Globus
endpoints have been used to transfer data.

�e complexity of our recommendation task is illustrated by
Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows a vast network of storage systems
connected by user-speci�ed data transfers. �is �gure highlights
the sparsity of Globus usage: many endpoints have no transfers
between them. (Similar sparsity is observed between users and
endpoints). However, the �gure also shows obvious clusters, o�en
centered around a single popular endpoint. �is information can, as
we show, be used to develop accurate prediction heuristics. Figure 2
shows data transfer performance as a function of data transfer size
and average �le size. Transfers with the same data and average
�le size vary by as much as a factor of 10,000. In general, Globus
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Figure 1: Portion of Globus Network. Endpoints are repre-
sented as vertices. Edges represent transfers between end-
points.

Figure 2: Transfer performance as a function of transfer
size; color encodes average bytes per �le.

usage follows long tail models: for example the number of trans-
fers, amount of transfer, and transfer performance for users and
endpoints [1]. �ese characteristics of the Globus network (espe-
cially sparsity) mean that traditional recommendation techniques,
such as collaborative �ltering, do not perform well on our target
problems—as we showed in previous work [1].

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Our approach builds upon existing work to model data transfer
performance and develop recommendation engines.

Researchers have long strived to accurately predict network
transfer throughout and error conditions to optimize transfer pa-
rameters and identify and resolve so�ware and hardware bo�le-
necks [3, 11, 13, 15, 19–23]. In addition to creating throughput
optimization schemes, recent studies of throughput prediction have
studied the factors that a�ect transfer rate, including the e�ects
of disk and raid controller bandwidth, data compression, and par-
allelism [10]; the e�ects of transfer protocol characteristics, such
as bu�er and window size [24]; and the detrimental e�ects of con-
current transfers and prioritization of transfers [12]. Our work is

di�erentiated both by its focus and also its approach, as none of
these e�orts use recurrent neural networks to create powerful yet
concise summaries of past transfers for use in prediction.

To the best of our knowledge, no prior research has focused on
predicting data transfer locations. Perhaps the most similar e�orts
are those that relate to predicting groups of �les that are frequently
transferred together. By identifying these groups, transfer perfor-
mance can be improved by using be�er caching and job scheduling
algorithms [6]. �e families of heuristics we have developed may
also provide value in this domain.

General approaches for recommendations are typically based
on either collaborative or content-based �ltering. Collaborative
�ltering [16] builds models of a user’s past behavior to recommend
items based on similar decisions made by others. Content-based
�ltering relies on a set of item characteristics to recommend items
with similar characteristics. While others have used hybrid models
to combine these recommendation approaches, our use of neu-
ral networks is amongst the �rst examples of its use in building
recommendation engines [5, 9, 14].

3 APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS
We aim to tackle three separate recommendation problems: location,
throughput, and failures. In each case we apply a similar approach:
derive a set of heuristics that leverage unique characteristics of the
recommendation problem (including information about users, data,
and endpoints), evaluate in which situations each heuristic does
well, combine the bene�ts of each heuristic using ensemble models.

Our work is distinguished from previous work by its study of
user-managed transfers in wide area networks comprised of user-
owned endpoints. Previous work has focused solely on experimen-
tal transfers or transfers using dedicated networks between a few
powerful computers. In particular, all of the voluminous previous
work on throughput prediction focuses on arti�cial networks, and
thus ignores a critical problem of real-world throughput prediction:
sparsity and a lack of absolute information about network con-
tention. In addition, as we detail in the following two sections, we
use a novel set of powerful features to feed into ensemble methods
to predict locations, failures, and throughput.

3.1 Prediction heuristics
Globus stores detailed records regarding users, endpoints, and trans-
fers. �is information includes user name, email address, institution,
etc; endpoint name, description, owner, location, default perfor-
mance se�ings, etc.; and transfer source, destination, user, number
of �les, errors, transfer time, throughput, etc. In some cases we
have derived new features from Globus data such as institution
from email addresses, location from ips, and distance from location.
In total, we have more than 70 raw and derived user and endpoint
features. We use this rich source of information to develop a col-
lection of heuristics for predicting endpoint locations, failures, and
throughput.

3.1.1 Endpoint prediction heuristics. When recommending end-
points to users we have developed a set of heuristics that lever-
age the features described above. �ese heuristics are: History: A
baseline heuristic that predicts the most recently used source (S)
/ destination (D) endpoint. Markov Chain: Using a user/endpoint
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transition matrix the heuristic predicts the S/D endpoint based on
the most likely endpoint transition given that user’s previously
used S/D endpoint. Most Unique Users: �e most likely S/D end-
point is the S/D endpoint with the most unique users. Institution:
�e most likely S/D endpoint for a user is the endpoint with the
most unique users that is also owned by a user belonging to the
same institution. Endpoint Ownership: �e most likely endpoint is
the endpoint most recently created by the user.

3.1.2 Throughout and failure features. In addition to over 70
user and endpoint features described at the start of this section,
we have implemented dozens of throughput prediction heuristics
from previous work (some of which are referenced in §2). In each
case the heuristic predicts throughput for given input parameters
(e.g., endpoint, data size, time). We augment the heuristic to also
output current accuracy for predicting transfers for that endpoint
pair, and, where applicable, a con�dence score for the throughput
prediction heuristic’s prediction. We use this same set of heuristics
when predicting �le failures based on the intuition that transfers
with many �le failures are unlikely to have good transfer parameter
con�gurations or network connections and therefore will have
lower throughput.

3.2 Ensemble recommendation methods
�e various endpoint prediction heuristics model di�erent aspects
of the Globus ecosystem and therefore perform well for di�erent
classes of users, endpoints, and transfers. To combine the strengths
of each heuristic we use ensemble methods based on deep recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) [8] and XGoost on the series of prediction
heuristic outputs.

In the case of endpoint location prediction the recurrent neural
network is given each heuristics’ recommendation weightings and
some additional user and endpoint information, it re-weights heuris-
tic recommendations and chooses the most highly re-weighted
recommendation.

When predicting throughout and failures we use a slightly dif-
ferent model. Here, we a�empt to combat the sparsity problem
by embedding the transfer history between each pair of endpoints
using a recurrent neural network. �at is, we use the recurrent
neural network to produce a concise summary of past transfers
and features of endpoint pairs with the aim that this summary will
prove useful to predicting the throughput or �le failures of the
current transfer. �e intuition behind this approach is that the
recurrent neural network can learn to quickly recognize di�erent
types of endpoints (e.g. personal laptop, supercomputer) and net-
works that connect them as well as transfer trends (e.g., time-based
contention) by training on millions of previous transactions. By
quickly producing accurate “guesses” about endpoint pairs, the
RNN embedding helps our ensemble method overcome the lack of
transfer history between many endpoint pairs. Our RNN embedder
was created by training a multilayer GRU outpu�ing to two dense
layers on the series of transfers from one endpoint pair to another
to predict throughput or �le failures, and then taking the output of
the GRU as the embedding.

Our use of RNNs to analyze an entire series of historical recom-
mendations to inform current recommendations has been validated
by both our results and concurrent work on using recurrent neural

networks for collaborative �ltering [5, 9, 14]. To the best of our
knowledge we are the �rst to use recurrent neural networks to
learn an embedding of past recommendation instances, allowing
the RNN’s ability to e�ectively learn series to be combined with
models be�er suited for the �nal recommendation task, in our case,
XGBoost.

4 RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
We evaluate our approach by spli�ing historical Globus usage data
into training and evaluation subsets and measuring the accuracy
of our techniques.

4.1 Datasets
We use two di�erent datasets to evaluate our prediction models.

User transfers: To model user interactions with Globus we
created a dataset that includes only transfers orchestrated via the
Globus web interface. �is dataset aims to remove automated trans-
fers that have been executed programmatically. �e entire dataset
comprises more than 1 million transfers up until May 2015.

Data size cuts: Our second dataset aims to segment Globus
transfers into various sets based on transfer size. �e reason for
doing so is that larger transfers are intuitively easier to predict as
they are more likely to use high performance computers and dedi-
cated networks—they can therefore be more accurately modeled
using our heuristics. Smaller sized transfers are intuitively harder
to predict as they are a�ected by short term network dynamics to
a greater extent. Speci�cally, our sets are: transfers of more than
10GB, 1GB, 100MB, and 10MB.

4.2 Endpoint Prediction Results
We explore endpoint recommendation accuracy by evaluating the
historical user transfers dataset. We train our endpoint recommen-
dation RNN on the �rst 500,000 transfers and evaluate accuracy
using the remaining 450,000 transfers. We measure performance us-
ing two metrics. Transfer accuracy (Figure 3): the average number
of endpoints predicted correctly for all transfers; and user accuracy
(Figure 4): the average accuracy per user, where a user’s accuracy is
the percentage of that user’s endpoints that are correctly predicted.
We compare accuracy for individual heuristics and the RNN when
predicting top-1 and top-3 recommendations.

Our results show that the ensemble RNN outperforms any single
heuristic for each prediction task. We also include the theoretical
maximum which represents the best possible result had an oracle se-
lected from all heuristic predictions. �e RNN achieves close to the
theoretical maximum in all cases. Looking at individual heuristics,
the most unique users, institution, and owned endpoints heuristics
perform signi�cantly worse than the other heuristics. When heuris-
tic accuracy is compared with user history size (Figure 5), we see
that the owned endpoints heuristic performs best when no previous
information is known. By combining heuristics, the RNN is able to
outperform all individual heuristics, even with li�le history. �is is
because the RNN increases the weighting of the unique users and
owned heuristics.
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Figure 3: Transfer recommendation accuracy

Figure 4: User recommendation accuracy

Figure 5: Top-1 transfer accuracy vs. history size

4.3 File Failure Prediction
We now turn our a�ention to predicting the percentage of �le
failures in a transfer. For this experiment we use the data size
cuts datasets. We train two ensemble models to predict failures.
�e �rst uses raw user and endpoint features as well as several
throughput prediction heuristics (called XGBoost). �e second
model combines these same raw features and heuristics with the
RNN history embedding (called XGBoost + RNN Embedding). Both
models use the XGBoost [4] method to combine predictions. To
evaluate the performance of the di�erent models, we use absolute
error between the predicted and the actual percentage of failed �les
in a transfer. Figure 6 shows the results. In all cases our methods
are ale to achieve high accuracy with errors lower than 0.016. �e
model that includes RNN embeddings outperforms the XGBoost
models on all but one cut. Surprisingly, our models are able to more

accurately predict failures in the much larger cuts. We are actively
investigating this behavior.

Figure 6: File failure prediction error

4.4 �roughput Prediction
We now evaluate the performance of our approach on the hard-
est prediction task: predicting throughput performance. In the
following experiments we use the data size cuts datasets. We use
the same two models as described above, with the RNN history
embedder trained to predict throughput rather than failures. As is
common in previous work [11], we con�gure our ensemble models
to predict the log of the throughput, exponentiating to obtain the
actual throughput.

To evaluate the performance of the di�erent models, we use the
factor our prediction di�ers from the actual value by:

max(predicted
actual

,
actual

predicted
)

. �is metric is intuitively similar to relative error, but, unlike
factor error, relative error su�ers from a bias towards lower predic-
tions, which becomes signi�cant with errors of the magnitude we
encountered while modeling throughput.

Figure 7: �roughput prediction error

Figure 7 shows the results of our two models and also includes
the best performing single heuristic for each dataset. �ese results
show that XGBoost performs remarkably well compared to previous
heuristics. Including the RNN transfer history embedding further
improves accuracy. As expected, accuracy improves for the larger
cuts that include fewer (but larger) transfers. For all cuts, our best
model is o� by a factor of approximately two on average, whereas
the best previous model is o� by as much as 100. We a�ribute this
signi�cant increase in accuracy to the sophistication of XGBoost
compared to the previous model, which were generally variants of
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moving averages or polynomial ��ing, and to the log transform,
which takes the prediction problem from one where the dependent
variable is exponential in the inputs to one where the dependent
variable is closer to linear, allowing models designed to predict
approximately linear relations to perform much be�er.

Figure 8: Errors when most important features are shu�led

Finally, we now explore which features are most important for
determining throughput. For each feature we randomly shu�e the
values of that feature among samples, and then evaluate our model
on the data with the shu�ed feature column. �e results are shown
in Figure 8. Our results show that two features a�ect accuracy more
signi�cantly than all others: transfer amount (increasing error
to approximately 7000) and the user-supplied transfer duration
deadline (increasing error to approximately 150). �e correlation
of transfer amount is expected (as seen in Figure 2); however, the
importance of the transfer deadline suggests that the Globus system
has considerable in�uence on transfer throughput. �is validates
our approach, and shows that our approaches could be used to
further optimize transfer performance.

5 SUMMARY AND FUTUREWORK
We have developed several powerful and general techniques for
understanding big data transfers in real-world networks. Using
XGBoost, RNN Embeddings, and an ensemble of previous heuris-
tics, we can predict the throughput of transfers to within a factor
of approximately two, and the percentage of �les that will fail to
within an absolute error of roughly 1%. We have also developed and
evaluated a collection of heuristics for recommending endpoints to
users. By combining these heuristics using an RNN, we correctly
predict endpoints with 78.2% and 95.5% accuracy for top-1 and top-3,
respectively. In future work we aim to integrate these online models
within Globus to improve user experience, automate and optimize
transfer parameter se�ings, diagnose failure conditions, and priori-
tize transfers based on expected performance and failures. Finally,
our analysis of throughput feature importance shows that Globus
has considerable control over transfer throughput. We would like
to determine which transfers are being prioritized, whether this
bandwidth distribution is good from a user perspective, and, if not,
how to improve it.
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